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Abstract
The closure property of the up-shifted likelihood ratio order under convolutions was 2rst
proved by Shanthikumar and Yao (Stochastic Process. Appl. 23 (1986) 259) by establishing
a stochastic monotonicity property of birth–death processes. Lillo et al. (Recent Advances in
Reliability Theory: Methodology, Practice, and Inference. Birkh;auser, Boston, 2000, p. 85) made
a slight extension of this closure property for any random variables with interval supports by
using the result of Shanthikumar and Yao. A new analytic proof of the closure property is given,
and the method is applied to establish another result involving the up-shifted hazard rate and
reversed hazard rate orders. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Shifted orders are a useful tool for establishing interesting stochastic inequalities
and for developing bounds and approximations for performance measures of stochastic
systems. Some such orders have been introduced and studied in Shanthikumar and Yao
(1986), Nakai (1995), Brown and Shanthikumar (1998), Belzunce et al. (2000) and
Lillo et al. (2000). The formal de2nitions of some up-shifted stochastic orders (6lr↑,
6hr↑ and 6rh↑) that are mentioned in this section can be found in Section 2.
The up-shifted likelihood ratio order (unlike the likelihood ratio order) is closed
under convolutions without any restrictions on the involved random variables (such as
requiring the underlying densities to be logconcave). This fact is stated in the next
theorem. It was 2rst proved by Shanthikumar and Yao (1986) for nonnegative random
variables by establishing a stochastic monotonicity property of birth–death processes.
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Lillo et al. (2000) proved Theorem 1:1 by using the result of Shanthikumar and Yao
(1986).
Theorem 1.1. Let (Xi; Yi), i=1; : : : ; n; be independent pairs of random variables with
interval supports such that Xi 6lr↑ Yi for all i. Then
n∑
i=1
Xi 6lr↑
n∑
i=1
Yi: (1.1)
The purpose of this paper is to give an analytic proof of Theorem 1:1 by using an
idea from the second proof of Theorem 5:2 in Karlin (1968, Chapter 3, p. 125–128).
The idea can also be applied to establish Theorem 1:2 below. All proofs are presented
in Section 3.
Theorem 1.2. Let (Xi; Yi), i = 1; 2, be independent pairs of random variables with
interval supports such that X1 6lr↑ Y1 and X2 6hr↑ (6rh↑) Y2: Then X1 + X2 6hr↑
(6rh↑) Y1 + Y2:
It is still unknown whether the up-shifted hazard rate and reversed hazard rate orders
are closed under convolutions.
Throughout, a=0 is understood to be ∞ whenever a¿ 0. The terms “increasing” and
“decreasing” mean “non-decreasing” and “non-increasing”, respectively.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we recall the de2nitions of the up-shifted likelihood ratio, hazard rate
and reversed hazard rate orders from Lillo et al. (2000).
Let X and Y be two random variables, each with an interval support. Let lX and
uX be the left and the right endpoints of the support of X . Similarly, de2ne lY and
uY . The values lX , uX , lY and uY may be in2nite. Let F and JF (G and JG) denote the
distribution and survival functions of X (Y ), respectively.
Denition 2.1.
(1) X is said to be smaller than Y in the up-shifted likelihood ratio order, denoted as
X 6lr↑ Y , if X and Y are absolutely continuous with probability densities f and
g, respectively, such that
g(t)
f(t + x)
is increasing in t ∈ (lX − x; uX − x) ∪ (lY ; uY )
for each x ¿ 0.
(2) X is said to be smaller than Y in the up-shifted hazard rate order, denoted as
X 6hr↑ Y , if, for each x ¿ 0,
JG(t)
JF(t + x)
is increasing in t ∈ (−∞; uY ):
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(3) X is said to be smaller than Y in the up-shifted reversed hazard rate order, denoted
as X 6rh↑ Y , if, for each x ¿ 0,
G(t)
F(t + x)
is increasing in t ∈ (lX − x;∞):
Lillo et al. (2000) pointed out that
X 6∗↑ Y⇐⇒X − x 6∗ Y for each x ¿ 0;
where ∗ is one of “lr”, “hr” and “rh” (see Shaked and Shanthikumar (1994) for the
de2nitions of the 6lr ;6hr and 6rh orders). It is well known that X 6lr↑ Y implies
that X 6hr↑ Y and X 6rh↑ Y .
3. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1.1. In this proof we use an idea from the second proof of Theorem
5:2 in Karlin (1968, Chapter 3, p. 125–128). It suKces to prove (1:1) for n = 2. Let
fi and gi denote the probability density functions of Xi and Yi, respectively, i = 1; 2.
We 2rst prove that X1 + X2 6lr Y1 + Y2; that is, we need to show that
∫ ∞
−∞
g1(x∗ − )g2() d
∫ ∞
−∞
f1(x − )f2() d
¿
∫ ∞
−∞
f1(x∗ − )f2() d
∫ ∞
−∞
g1(x − )g2() d (3.1)
for all x∗ = x + , where ¿ 0 is arbitrarily 2xed. Denote
M≡
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f2()g2()[g1(x∗ − )f1(x − )− f1(x∗ − )g1(x − )] d d
=
∫∫
¿
f2()g2()[g1(x∗ − )f1(x − )− f1(x∗ − )g1(x − )] d d
+
∫∫
¿
f2()g2()[g1(x∗ − )f1(x − )− f1(x∗ − )g1(x − )] d d:
(3.2)
We turn to prove that M¿ 0.
From X2 6lr↑ Y2, it follows that X2 6lr Y2 and, hence, f2()g2() ¿ f2()g2()
for all  ¿ . Also, from X1 6lr↑ Y1, it follows that f1(x − )g1(x∗ − ) ¿ f1(x∗ −
)g1(x − ) for all ¿ . Replacing the coeKcient f2()g2() in the second integral
of (3.2) by f2()g2(), collecting the two integrals, and rearranging the bracketed
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expression, we get
M¿
∫∫
¿
f2()g2()[g1(x∗ − )f1(x − )− f1(x∗ − )g1(x − )
+g1(x∗ − )f1(x − )− f1(x∗ − )g1(x − )] d d
= I1 + I2 + I3;
where
I1 =
∫∫
¿
f2()g2()[g1(x∗ − )f1(x − )− f1(x∗ − )g1(x − )] d d;
I2 =
∫∫
¿+2
f2()g2()[g1(x∗ − )f1(x − )− f1(x∗ − )g1(x − )] d d;
I3 =
∫∫
0¡−62
f2()g2()[g1(x∗ − )f1(x − )− f1(x∗ − )g1(x − )] d d:
In I2 we execute the change of variables, = ′ +  and = ′ − , and suppress the
primes. Then
I2 =
∫∫
¿
f2(+ )g2(− )[g1(x − )f1(x∗ − )− f1(x − )g1(x∗ − )] d d:
(3.3)
Combining (3.3) with I1 yields
I1 + I2 =
∫∫
¿
[f2()g2()− f2(+ )g2(− )]
×[f1(x − )g1(x∗ − )− g1(x − )f1(x∗ − )] d d¿ 0;
where the inequality is validated by X2 6lr↑ Y2 and X1 6lr Y1.
We next decompose I3 into two integrals, I31 and I32, over the sets 0¡−  6 
and ¡− 6 2. Upon making the transformation = ′ +  and = ′ −  in I32
and suppressing the primes, we obtain
I32 =
∫∫
0¡−6
f2(+ )g2(− )
×[g1(x − )f1(x∗ − )− f1(x − )g1(x∗ − )] d d:
Then
I3 =
∫∫
0¡−6
[f2()g2()− f2(+ )g2(− )]
×[f1(x − )g1(x∗ − )− g1(x − )f1(x∗ − )] d d¿ 0;
where the inequality follows from X1 6lr Y1 and X2 6lr↑ Y2.
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Therefore, M¿ 0 and hence (3.1) is true. We thus proved that X1 +X2 6lr Y1 +Y2.
Finally, since Xi 6lr↑ Yi for i=1; 2, by Theorems 6:4 and 6:5 of Lillo et al. (2000),
there exist random variables Zi with logconcave densities such that
Xi 6lr↑ Zi 6lr↑ Yi; i = 1; 2;
where Z1 and Z2 are independent and also independent of all other random variables.
From the preceding paragraph, we obtain that
X1 + X2 6lr Z1 + Z2 6lr Y1 + Y2:
Since the class of distributions with logconcave densities is closed under convolutions
(cf. Dharmadhikari and Joag-dev (1988, p.17)), it follows from Theorem 6:4 of Lillo
et al. (2000) that
X1 + X2 6lr↑ Z1 + Z2 6lr↑ Y1 + Y2;
and hence X1 +X2 6lr↑ Y1 +Y2, since the up-shifted likelihood ratio order is transitive.
This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We give the proof for the 6hr↑ case only; the proof for the
6rh↑ case is similar (In fact, the two cases are equivalent; see Nanda and Shaked
(2000)). Let fi and gi denote the probability density functions of Xi and Yi, respectively,
i = 1; 2. We 2rst prove that X1 + X2 6hr Y1 + Y2 or, equivalently,
∫ ∞
−∞
JG2(x∗ − )g1() d
∫ ∞
−∞
JF2(x − )f1() d
¿
∫ ∞
−∞
JF2(x∗ − )f1() d
∫ ∞
−∞
JG2(x − )g1() d (3.4)
for all x∗ = x + , where ¿ 0 is arbitrarily 2xed. Denote
M≡
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
f1()g1()[ JG2(x∗ − ) JF2(x − )− JF2(x∗ − ) JG2(x − )] d d
=
∫∫
¿
f1()g1()[ JG2(x∗ − ) JF2(x − )− JF2(x∗ − ) JG2(x − )] d d
+
∫∫
¿
f1()g1()[ JG2(x∗ − ) JF2(x − )− JF2(x∗ − ) JG2(x − )] d d:
To prove (3.4), it suKces to prove that M¿ 0.
By X26hr↑ Y2, we have JG2(x∗−) JF2(x−)¿ JG2(x − ) JF2(x∗−) for all ¿ .
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Also, by X1 6lr↑ Y1, f1()g1()¿ f1()g1() for all ¿ . Then
M¿
∫∫
¿
g1()f1()[ JG2(x∗ − ) JF2(x − )− JF2(x∗ − ) JG2(x − )] d d
+
∫∫
¿+2
g1()f1()[ JG2(x∗ − ) JF2(x − )− JF2(x∗ − ) JG2(x − )] d d
+
∫∫
0¡−62
g1()f1()[ JG2(x∗ − ) JF2(x − )− JF2(x∗−) JG2(x − )] d d
= J1 + J2 + J3:
In J2 we execute the change of variables, = ′ +  and = ′ − , then suppress
the primes and combine with J1. By X1 6lr↑ Y1 and X2 6hr Y2, we get
J1 + J2 =
∫∫
¿
[f1()g1()− f1(+ )g1(− )]
×[ JF2(x − ) JG2(x∗ − )− JG2(x − ) JF2(x∗ − )] d d¿ 0:
We next decompose J3 into two integrals over the sets 0¡−6  and ¡−6
2. Upon making the transformation  = ′ +  and  = ′ −  in the second integral
and suppressing the primes, we obtain
J3 =
∫∫
0¡−6
[f1()g1()− f1(+ )g1(− )]
×[ JF2(x − ) JG2(x∗ − )− JG2(x − ) JF2(x∗ − )] d d¿ 0:
Therefore, M¿ 0 and hence (3.4) is true. We thus proved that X1 +X2 6hr Y1 +Y2.
Finally, by Theorems 6:4, 6:5, 6:19 and 6:21 of Lillo et al. (2000), there exist a
random variable Z1 with a logconcave density and another random variable Z2 with a
logconcave survival function such that
X1 6lr↑ Z1 6lr↑ Y1 and X2 6hr↑ Z2 6hr↑ Y2;
where Z1 and Z2 are independent and also independent of all other random variables.
From the preceding paragraph, we obtain that
X1 + X2 6hr Z1 + Z2 6hr Y1 + Y2:
It is well known that a logconcave density implies its distribution and survival functions
are both logconcave (cf. Karlin (1968, p. 128) or Barlow and Proschan (1975, p.
77)) and that logconcave survival functions are closed under convolution (Shaked and
Shanthikumar (1992)). By Theorem 6:19 of Lillo et al. (2000), we have
X1 + X2 6hr↑ Z1 + Z2 6hr↑ Y1 + Y2;
and hence X1 + X2 6hr↑ Y1 + Y2, since the up-shifted hazard rate order is transitive.
This completes the proof.
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